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Indirect excitons in GaAs/AlGaAs coupled quantum wells



Thermodynamics of quasi-2D bosons



Mean-field energy and BEC of indirect excitons

Two key-questions:

→ Is it possible to build up NE >> 1 ?
→ Is it possible to cool the indirect excitons down Tb << 1K ?

[S. Ben-Tabou and Boris Laikhtman (PRB, 2001)]



[A L Ivanov (EPL, 2002)]









Quantum synergetics for indirect excitons



Energy diagram for indirect QW excitons
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Optical decay of statistically-degenerate  indirect excitons
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Well-developed classical statistics:

[A L Ivanov, P B Littlewood, and H Haug (PRB, 1999)]

Well-developed quantum statistics:

Experiment (points, L V Butov et al., 2001) against theory (solid line).



Relaxation thermodynamics of  indirect excitons (high-density limit)
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Generic solutions for phonon-assisted kinetics of  indirect excitons
(low-density limit)

.

[A V Soroko and A L Ivanov (PRB, 2002)]



Transient relaxation towards the adiabatic stage of evolution



Adiabatic stage of relaxation



Occupation dynamics of the ground-state mode



The relaxation and photoluminescence dynamics of indirect excitons

.



PL jump

[L V Butov, A L Ivanov, A Imamoglu, P B Littlewood, A A Shashkin, V T Dolgopolov, and A Gossard (PRL, 2001)]



The PL jump: origin and modelling



PL dynamics in the presence of H┴



Occupation dynamics of the ground-state mode
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Narrowing effect due to the dipole-dipole interaction of indirect excitons

0.1 101
Tbath (K)

∆
[L V Butov et al.  (2001)]



Recombination heating or cooling of indirect excitons

[A L Ivanov, JPCM  (2004)]



Heating/cooling of indirect excitons due to the optical 
evaporation



Origin of the inner ring in PL patterns of indirect excitons

[A L Ivanov, L E Smallwood, A T Hammack, S Yang, L V Butov and A C Gossard,  EPL (2006)]

Tb=1.5K

Spatial pinning of the PL signal: 
importance of the disorder effects.

The first, inner PL ring is akin to
the PL jump.



Spatial pinning of the PL signal



Modelling of the inner ring

Disorder potential:

U0/2 = 0.45 meV.



Effective temperature and radiative lifetime against radius

Diffusion coefficient against radius

[consistent with Z Voros, R Balili, D Snoke et al.,  PRL (2005) ]



In-plane drift and diffusion velocities

Drift and diffusion velocities:

The mean-field energy gradient:
vdiff

vdrift



Second inner ring in spatially-resolved photoluminescence

Dx= 250 cm2/s,   FWHM = 6.16 microns,
Tb = 1.5K,  U0 = 0.9 meV,  τR = 13 ns.

[L Smallwood, PhD, 2006]



Inner ring in spatially-resolved photoluminescence from
direct excitons in a single quantum well

No mean-field energy and no drift



Optically-induced traps for indirect excitons
[A T Hammack, M Griswold, L V Butov, L E Smallwood, A L Ivanov and A C Gossard, PRL (2006)]



Ultra-cold indirect excitons
[L Smallwood, PhD, 2006]

Tb = 0.4K, 
FWHM = 7.7 microns,
U0 = 1.8 meV,  τR = 21 ns.



Towards BEC of indirect excitons



Photoluminescence of indirect excitons in an in-plane trap

An in-plane trap:

so that

[ L V Butov, C W Lai, A L Ivanov, A C Gossard, and D Chemla (Nature, 2002)]



Hydrodynamics of statistically-degenerate indirect excitons



Conclusions

Modelling of the inner ring in the PL patterns of indirect excitons:
a) The ring is due to cooling of excitons in their propagation from the laser spot.
b) Diffusion coefficient Dx = 10-30 cm2/s and amplitude of disorder U0/2 = 0.5 meV.

Relaxation thermodynamics of indirect excitons:
a) Heating of indirect excitons by the laser pulse (T can be much large Tb).
b) Recombination heating or cooling of indirect excitons.
c) Heating due to conversion of the MF energy to the internal one.
d) It is extremely difficult, but still possible, to get T < 1K and NE=0 > 10.

In-plane diffusion of statistically-degenerate indirect excitons:
a) Quantum diffusion equation and generalized Einstein relationship.
b) Mean-field energy gives rise to effective screening of QW disorder.
c) Large drift velocities, vdrift ≥ 105 cm/s.

Synergetics of indirect excitons:

Three coupled nonlinear equations for ρ2D, T and Γopt.
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